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Thermodynamics of hydrogen solution and hydride formation for different
microstructures of Pd
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Abstract

Relative partial enthalpies, DH for H solution in Pd have been measured by reaction calorimetry for annealed (1373 K), cold-worked,H 2

cycled through the hydride phase change and the combination of (cycled1cold-worked) forms. The partial enthalpies for H solution in2

Pd as H/Pd→0 increase in exothermicity in the order: annealed, cold-worked, (cycled1annealed) and (cycled1cold-worked) Pd. The
DH values in the dilute phase undergo a nearly discontinuous transition to DH for annealed Pd but they gradually increase to theH plat

plateau values for cycled Pd paralleling the trends in the isotherms.  2002 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction approach is not the most appropriate one for obtaining
such data for Pd containing high dislocation densities

There have been many measurements of H isotherms because the distribution of H between the dislocation stress2

for the Pd–H system with substantial agreement for fields and normal interstices is temperature dependent and
annealed Pd. There are fewer isotherms available for the van’t Hoff-type plots will be affected by this redistribu-
different microstructures of bulk Pd, i.e. cold-worked, tion. On the other hand, in quasi-isothermal calorimetric
hydrided/dehydrided (cycled) but there are no detailed measurements the enthalpies reflect only the dislocation
studies of the dilute phase solubility using calorimetry. The stress field–H interactions at the temperature of the
most recent calorimetric study did not report any detailed calorimetry.
dilute phase data [1]. Although there is good agreement for the thermody-

It is known that Pd containing large dislocation densities namic parameters of the dilute phase of Pd (annealed)–H
from cold work or from cycling, or from their combina- derived from p–c–T data [6–8], it is desirable to determine
tion, has H solubility in the dilute phase enhanced DH values by calorimetry for comparison with the results2 H

compared to the annealed form due to the attraction of H to be obtained for high dislocation density Pd.
atoms to dislocation stress fields [2,3]. Dislocations are Hysteresis affects DH values obtained from p–c–TH

more uniformly distributed after cycling Pd as compared to data in the plateau region whereas calorimetric data are
cold-working where they are primarily in cell walls [4]. unaffected [9] and therefore the latter method is preferred.
This may help to explain the observation that the solubility Because of the sharp rise in p with r in the hydrideH2

increments are additive for cold-worked and cycled Pd [5], single phase, the p values are markedly affected by smallH2

i.e. for the solubility increments: Pd (cycled1cold-work- changes of r5H/Pd and, consequently, small errors in r at
ed)5Pd (cold-worked)1Pd (cycled) where the solubility different temperatures lead to large errors in the thermo-
increment is the increase in r relative to annealed Pd at a dynamic parameters. Reaction calorimetry is therefore also
given p and (cycled1cold-worked) indicates that the the preferred method for obtaining thermodynamic param-H2

sample was first cold-worked and then cycled. eters for this region.
Pressure–composition–temperature, p–c–T, data are There is evidence for the trapping of H in vacancies

well-suited for obtaining precise thermodynamic data for generated by cold-work or by cycling of Pd [10,11]. One
the dilute phase of annealed Pd [6,7], however, this motive for this research is to characterize this trapping by

calorimetry. The main motive of the research is, however,
*Corresponding author. to determine how different microstructures of bulk Pd
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affect its H solubility and the corresponding thermo-2

dynamic parameters.

2. Experimental

The calorimeter employed has been described elsewhere
[1]. The samples (¯1.6 g) were prepared by cutting Pd foil
(¯100 m thickness) into small pieces and mixing with
about twice as much Cu powder (by weight) before
insertion into the calorimeter vessel. The Cu serves as a
heat transfer material which does not absorb hydrogen. All

Fig. 1. Dilute phase H isotherms and DH values for annealed (1373u u2 Hmeasurements were made at 303 K. The errors in the
K) Pd at 303 K. The different symbols are for different sets of

calorimetric values depend on heat magnitudes and on the determinations and the open and filled symbols are for the isotherms and
moles of H absorbed or desorbed, i.e. DH 5 (dq /dn ). DH , respectively, as indicated by the arrows.u uH H H

The error is greatest in the single phase regions and
especially in the very dilute region, where the heats are
small and in the high H content region where the dnH

values are more uncertain. In the dilute phase the error in
r50 to 0.016 [6,7]. At the (dilute /(dilute1hydride)) phase

DH due to the heat measurement is 60.5 kJ /mol 1 /2HH 2 boundary there should be a discontinuous change of DHu uHwhere other possible errors are difficult to evaluate, e.g.
from the dilute phase value of 10.8 kJ /mol 1 /2H to the2small baseline shifts in the calorimeter output.
plateau value of 19.2 kJ /mol 1 /2H [1,6,7] but, in the2Pd was cold-worked by rolling foils to approximately
present data, there are some intermediate values (Fig. 1).

half of their initial thickness by a series of rollings with
For Pd (annealed, 1373 K) in the dilute range from r50 to

each roll perpendicular to the previous one, cross-rolling.
about 0.010, DH is about 10 kJ /mol 1 /2H and foru uH 2The foils were then cut into small pieces. Ross et al. [12]
r50.010–0.020 some enthalpy values are 12 kJ /mol 1 /

have argued that this procedure produces a more stable
2H and others closer to the plateau value, i.e. 17.2 and2dislocation network than unidirectional rolling where,
18.9 kJ /mol 1 /2H (Fig. 1). By comparison with the2according to them, the introduction of H eliminates some
isotherm (Fig. 1) the values of DH which fall near 12u uHdislocations. These Pd samples will be referred to as
kJ /mol 1 /2H are clearly in the dilute phase and this2cold-worked with the understanding that they have been
difference from the expected value of 10.8 kJ /mol 1 /2H2cross-rolled as described.
must be experimental error.

Pd annealed at 1373 K is large grained; many grains
Values of DH in the range ¯17 kJ /mol 1 /2Hu uH 2extend across the whole sample thickness. The grains

correspond to the contents where supersaturation in the
become smaller after cycling. TEM has been used here and

isotherm occurs suggesting that supersaturation arises from
elsewhere for the examination of Pd which has been cycled

coherent rather than incoherent nucleation of the hydride
and there are very large dislocation densities.

phase since the former would be expected to have a lower
DH than the incoherent, plateau value. When the nucleiu u
grow and become incoherent, DH increases to the normalu u

3. Dilute phase H isotherms and enthalpies for Pd of plateau value, DH . It is known that coherent nucleationu u2 plat

various microstructures determined by reaction takes place initially in b phase Pd–H and that there is then
calorimetry a conversion to incoherency [13]. Thus supersaturation is

likely to be due to the coherent→incoherent transition and
Fig. 1 shows dilute phase H isotherms (303 K) for not to a lack of nucleation of the hydride phase.2

1 / 2annealed (1373 K) Pd along with DH values. The p 2 Another possible explanation for these DH values ofu u u uH H H2

r (5H/Pd) data for the annealed form (1373 K) agrees ¯17 kJ /mol 1 /2H is that some hydride formation may2

quite well with data from Wicke and Nernst [6]. There is a take place below the formation plateau pressure, p , asf

supersaturation of the dilute phase shown by greater p shown earlier [14], i.e. it can occur under conditionsH2

values near the transition than at higher r; this is seen more where: p 4p and p .p and where the H diffu-dosing f final d

clearly on the complete isotherm (see below). sion constant is small; p is the decomposition plateaud

There is some scatter in the DH results (303 K) pressure. Thus hydride phase forms near the surface layersu uH

because of the small increments of H employed (Fig. 1). due to slow diffusion, and even when H leaves this hydride
From p–c–T data for annealed Pd, DH 5 10.2 kJ /mol phase as it does during a desorption hysteresis scan [15]u uH

1/2H as r → 0 and, because of the H–H attractive the hydride phase cannot decompose unless p #p .2 final d

interaction energy, it increases by 0.6 kJ /mol 1 /2H from These conditions are most likely to be fulfilled at low2
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cycling cold-worked Pd, its solubility enhancement in-
creases from (r9 /r) 5 1.22–1.44. After cycling an-1.2 kPa

nealed Pd (1373 K) its solubility enhancement is 1.23 (303
K).

Results for ‘flame annealed’ Pd are also shown in Table
1. ‘Flame annealing’ consists of heating Pd to a bright red
heat in an oxygen/gas torch for a few moments and then
quickly cooling in air. Pd oxide is unstable above about
1100 K and will not reform if the Pd is cooled quickly.
Although this annealing appears to be crude, it is, nonethe-
less, an effective method for rapid annealing and is found
to produce similar H isotherms as Pd annealed in vacuo2

at, e.g. 1073 K. The solubility enhancement is greater for
Pd which was annealed by flaming than by the higher
temperature annealing (1373 K) where the grains are
larger.

There is an initial region where p is very small forH2

cold-worked Pd leading to a finite intercept along the
r-axis and there is a similar, but greater, intercept after
cycling it (Fig. 2b). The intercept for the cold-worked Pd is
similar to that observed before for cold-worked Pd at 273
K [10]. This region is suggested to be due to theFig. 2. (a) Dilute phase DH values and (b) H isotherms for differentu uH 2

microstructures of Pd: s, cold-worked; h, cycled annealed (1373 K); ^, occupation of vacancies by H.
cycled cold-worked. The transition to the plateau p is more gradual forH2

cycled (Fig. 2b) than for annealed Pd where there is a
supersaturation in the dilute phase isotherms. The dilute H2

solubility for cycled, annealed (1373 K) Pd is of interest
temperatures and such hydride formation was observed at because the solubility enhancement is initially small and
233 and 243 K [14]. Hydride formation by this mechanism then increases slowly and continuously to the plateau. Its
seems unlikely in the present experiments because of the solubility differs from the (cycled1cold-worked) sample
higher temperature and because p is not so much which has a large solubility enhancement over the wholedosing

greater than p and because there is no indication of any dilute solubility range (Fig. 2b).f

hydride formation from the dilute phase isotherm. There- Fig. 2a shows the DH values for Pd containing largeu uH

fore the intermediate DH values are most likely due tou u dislocation densities. The enthalpy values for cold-worked
coherent nucleation. Although a discontinuous change in Pd are greater, ¯18 kJ /mol H as r → 0 than for annealed
DH values is not seen (Fig. 1), the intermediate valuesu u Pd, 10.2 kJ /mol H. For H contents between about r5
can be rationalized as due to some experimental error, or to 0.003 and 0.015, the DH values are about 12 kJ /mol Hu uH

coherent nucleation. rather than 10.6 kJ /mol H for annealed Pd obtained from
Results for Pd containing large dislocation densities are p–c–T data [6,7] or as found here approximately from

shown in Fig. 2a and b where (a) shows the partial calorimetry (Fig. 1). There is a relatively abrupt transition
enthalpies and (b) shows the dilute phase isotherms. The to the plateau values at about r50.016 shown by the
(dilute /(dilute1hydride)) phase boundary for annealed Pd– dashed line which is reminiscent of annealed Pd (Fig. 1).
H is indicated by the vertical line at r50.016 (303 K). This is consistent with the isotherm which, despite the

A solubility enhancement, (r9 /r)p , can be defined solubility enhancement, approaches the plateau moreH2

where r9 and r are the H/Pd ratios for Pd with large sharply than cycled Pd (Fig. 2a).
dislocation densities and for annealed Pd, respectively, at a Further dislocations are introduced by cycling cold-
given p . Solubility enhancements can be evaluated from worked Pd, and the two methods of dislocation intro-H2

the isotherms (Fig. 2b) and are shown in Table 1. After duction lead to dislocation densities which are additive

Table 1
Solubility enhancements for Pd–H (303 K, 1.2 kPa)

Annealed Cold-worked Cycled1cold-worked Cycled1annealed Cycled1flame annealed

1.00 1.22 1.44 1.23 1.46
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according to the solubility increments (which is apparent is known that metals subjected to cyclic cold-working,
after shifting the solubility results to intersect the origin, which is analogous to hydrided cycling, develop long
Fig. 2b, or from Ref. [5]). Fig. 2a shows that the DH range internal stresses [18].u uH

values are greatest after cycling cold-worked Pd and for
this microstructure there is a continuous increase of DHu uH

to the plateau value over the range from r ¯ 0.02–0.03. 4. Complete isotherms and enthalpies (303 K) for Pd
For the most heavily dislocated Pd, (cycled1cold- of different microstructures

worked), DH is ¯30 kJ /mol 1 /2H as r → 0 (Fig. 2a).u uH 2

Complete isotherms are shown in Fig. 3 for the fourThe reported experimental value of DH for the occupa-u uH

different microstructures. The initial absorption isotherm istion of vacancies in Pd is 32 kJ /mol 1 /2H from the2

quite horizontal for annealed (1373 K) Pd with a clearthermal desorption of ion implanted H [16] and the
delineation of the (dilute1hydride) /hydride phase bound-theoretical value is 25 kJ /mol 1 /2H [17]. A much larger2

ary where a sharp increase in p occurs. The secondPd sample would be needed for the present calorimeter H2

than that employed here in order to obtain a reliable isotherm, i.e. one for the cycled Pd, is more sloping with a
enthalpy for the occupation of vacancies by H but, less-clear phase boundary. For cold-worked Pd the initial
nonetheless, the observed enthalpies are of the correct absorption isotherm is quite sloping and its plateau p isH2

order of magnitude (Fig. 2a) and suggest that vacancy higher than that for the annealed (1373 K) Pd; its pH2

trapping of H occurs. plateau is higher for the second cycle than the first and, in
The increased values of DH relative to annealed Pd contrast to annealed Pd, it is more horizontal. The desorp-u uH

observed from about r50.002 to 0.015 for cold worked or tion isotherm was measured for (cycled1cross-rolled) Pd
cycled Pd are due to H segregation into the tensile stress and its p values are lower than those for annealed Pd.H2

fields of edge dislocations. H simultaneously occupies both The end of the two-phase region where p commences toH2
the stressed and normal octahedral interstices, and since rise steeply is the same for all the microstructures.
the measured DH values reflect occupation of both, theu u The corresponding enthalpies are shown in Fig. 4; theseH

enthalpies for segregation of H to the stress fields cannot can be compared to earlier values obtained by Flanagan et
be obtained without knowing the fraction of each type. al. shown by the dashed line [1]. There is good agreement
Because of the greater trapping energy, all of the H atoms between the present results and the earlier ones with no
occupy vacancies at very low r. discernable difference between DH for absorption oru uplat

The DH values from about r50.015 to the plateauu u desorption.H

increase steadily for (cycled1annealed) or (cycled1cold-
worked) Pd (Fig. 2a) differing from both the annealed and
cold-worked Pd where, despite the fact that there are
several enthalpies shown in the transition region (Figs. 1
and 2a), the transitions to the plateau, nonetheless, appear
to be relatively sharp. By contrast with annealed Pd, for
cycled Pd there is evidence available in the literature [15],
e.g. irreversibility in the dilute phase solubility, suggesting
that the steady increase of DH to the plateau can beu uH

attributed to limited amounts of hydride formation in
favored regions.

The shapes of the dilute phase isotherms and the
corresponding DH values (Fig. 2) for (cycled1annealedu uH

(1373 K)) Pd are of interest because the latter values are
smaller than those for the uncycled, cold-worked Pd,
however, by contrast with the latter, they increase continu-
ously as the plateau is approached reflecting the isotherm
which also slowly approaches the plateau (Fig. 2). Thus
cycling produces extended defects in Pd where hydride
formation can occur below the normal plateau p . Dis-H2

solved H has been used as a probe for defects in Pd and its
alloys [3] and it seems that an extended defect introduced
by cycling, but not by the cold-rolling employed here has
been detected via H solubility. Such an ‘extended defect’2 Fig. 3. Isotherms (303 K) for the various microstructures of Pd. s,may be relatively large regions of internal stress introduced

Annealed (1373 K); \, cold-worked; ^, cycled cold-worked, and h,
by cycling which would allow hydride formation at pH cycled annealed (1373 K). Open symbols are for absorption and filled2

below the plateau pressure in the tensile stressed regions. It ones for desorption.
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found as r → 0 for the latter compared with the annealed
form. This reflects trapping in especially energetic sites
believed to be Pd vacancies generated during the cycling
or cold-working. DH values are also greater for theu uH

cold-worked form up to the normal dilute phase boundary
and for cycled forms at contents greater than the dilute
phase boundary for annealed Pd; there is a continuous
increase up to the plateau at about r50.040 for the
(cycled1cold-worked) form. The isotherms parallel these
results.

These results should be qualitatively applicable to other
metal–H systems and to Pd-rich alloys, i.e. the DH –ru uH

relations in the dilute phase will differ for annealed and
cycled /cold-worked forms with the latter DH valuesu uH

being greater at H contents below the normal phase
boundary and then slowly increasing well beyond the
normal phase boundary to the plateau enthalpy.

Fig. 4. Calorimetric DH and DH values (303 K) for differentu u u uH plat

microstructures of Pd. s, Annealed (1373 K); \, cold-worked; ^,
Acknowledgementscycled cold-worked, and h, cycled-annealed (1373 K). Open symbols are

for absorption and filled ones for desorption.
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